Abstract-We consider node localization problems in ad hoc wireless networks in which two types of nodes are considered: nodes with self-locating capability like GPS and nodes with no self-locating capability. Our simple algorithm for improving the position accuracy consists of selecting and processing only the nodes that are likely to enhance the position estimation. We focus our approach on defining a hull of neighboring nodes as key of position accuracy enhancement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments of wireless technologies have allowed new types of networks to be envisaged. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), which consist of wireless hosts establishing multi-hops communication with each others in the absence of fixed infrastructure, represent one of the current challenge of the networking research community. Many applications are considered for these new mobile ad hoc networks, for instance military ones to establish communications in war theatres, for disasters relief or more basically to set a network in large zones when it is difficult to install a cable-based infrastructure.
Routing in such conditions is quite challenging. For instance, due to the unpredictable mobility of nodes, the network topology is inherently unstable. Important aspects to consider include, the robustness of the solution, its compatibility with existing solutions in wired environments, and its availability of routes. Most existing routing proposals are topology-based routing protocols such as DSR [1] , AODV [2] , OLSR [3] . However, with these schemes, when the number of nodes increases, the size of the routing tables grows considerably, they become difficult to maintain and therefore their scalability quickly becomes a complex issue. Another approach has been proposed which overcomes this problem: positionbased routing protocols, such as GPSR [4] based on the Greedy-Face-Greedy algorithm [5] , and Geocasting [6] . Such an approach does not require any routing table as routing is based on the geographical position of nodes. Nevertheless, such an approach requires that each node has its own position coordinates to be part of the routing protocol. This can be achieved, if all nodes are equipped of positioning equipments such as a GPS type systems but this hypothesis can be seen as restrictive. As a matter of fact, for cost reasons, it is more than likely that ad hoc networks will be composed of heterogeneous nodes: some will have self-locating capability such as GPS [7] or Galileo [8] , whereas some others, that we'll refer to as simple nodes, will have to estimate their position.
Position estimation methods are mostly based on geometrical computations like triangulation and trilateration. To evaluate the distance between two nodes, four classes of methods can be defined. The first one consists of estimating the distance by estimating the time-of-flight of a signal between two anchors. Time Of Arrival (TOA) is used in [9] , [10] and in all radar systems while the Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) technique is used in [11] , [12] (differential time from two anchors or from two different signal like radio and ultrasound). The second class is based on the strength of the signal. For a given emitting power, the distance can be estimated as the signal strength decreases with the distance. Radars equipments are also based on this technique [13] , [14] . The third class is based on triangulation. The Angle of Arrival (AoA) estimates the direction of an incoming signal from several anchors, and then estimates the position. This method is used in VOR systems [15] . The fourth and last class merges all the remaining techniques like connectivity based approach [16] , [17] , [18] , Indoor Localization Systems [19] .
This paper presents an extension of our previous works given in [20] which proposes a method to infer a position for simple nodes in a wireless ad hoc network composed of heterogeneous nodes. The main advantage of this proposal is derived from the fact that the localization process is based on the position information given by the neighborhood and thus can be done with any off-the-shelf wireless equipments. Nevertheless the estimated positions are not always very accurate and could be improved.
In this paper, we propose to enhance the accuracy of the estimated position without adding any new constraint on the environment so this proposal could be used for each of the position estimation method stated above. The structure of this paper is done as follow. We first present the assumptions and the definition made in this paper. Section III details two hull methods to select anchors within neighbors nodes, followed in Section IV by our simulation results. Section V concludes the paper.
II. ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
We limit our approach to a one-hop anchor selection but the technique is also feasible for n-hops node selection. No distance measurement is to be used between nodes to estimate the position of a simple node. Therefore a simple node only exploits its own connectivity to other nodes in its direct neighborhood.
Let S be a simple node. Let S est be the estimated position and S real be the coordinates of the real location of S. As S real is to be estimated by S est , S real information is only used by simulations. Fig. 1 . Theoretical and real radio coverage.
¡ Let R max be the maximum theoretical transmission range of node S (Fig. 1) . We also define the accuracy of the node position C acc , which is function of the localization error represented by the distance between S real and S est :
where AB is the distance between A and B. By construction, 0 ≤ C acc ≤ 1. The position estimation process may badly estimate S est and somehow an impossible geometrical case occurs: S est doesn't lie into the radio coverage area of S i.e. S real S est ≤ R max . Thus a minimum function has to be used to solve this problem:
Self-locating nodes with accurate position, like position given by a GPS have a position accuracy of 1. Simple nodes which have to estimate their position have a position accuracy 0 ≤ C acc < 1. As real positions are unknown for simple nodes, simple nodes have to estimate their position but also the precision of their position. Several methods to estimate the position accuracy, like statistical approach and area computing approach, are detailed in [21] .
In following sections, we assume that the nodes can estimate their position accuracy C acc as a function of their estimated position and their neighborhood. We also define R error as the maximum radius of the radio coverage of a node that takes into account the accuracy of its estimated position:
For example, for a self-locating node, R error = R max while for simple nodes R max < R error ≤ 2R max .
III. ANCHORS SELECTION
Our main goal in this paper is to enhance the accuracy of an estimated position by selecting only anchors that are likely to improve the position estimation process. We detail in this section two hull selections schemes to achieve our goal.
Computational geometry is the study of algorithms for solving geometric problems on a computer. These problems are for example selecting a convex hull among a list of nodes, Voronoï diagrams, geometric searching. These algorithms are well detailed in [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] .
The main idea of using a convex hull as a selection method among nodes is to choose only nodes that have the greatest distance between anchors. As the position estimation process is based on trilateration, the further the anchors are from each other, the better will be the accuracy of the estimated position. Only the hull nodes are taking into account in the position estimation process. The remaining nodes are simply discarded. A convex hull example is shown in Fig. 2 .
We detail here two hull methods: the simple convex hull and the advanced convex hull.
A. Simple convex hull
The convex hull of S, a set of points in n dimensions, is the intersection of all convex sets containing S. For N nodes n 1 , ..., n N , the convex hull C is then given by the expression:
The simple convex hull selects only the nodes for their physical position whatever their position accuracy C acc is.
An example of this simple convex hull definition is shown in Fig. 2 .
B. Advanced hull
The simple hull selection phase chooses the border nodes of the neighborhood regardless of their position accuracy C acc . Thus it seemed interesting to improve this process by selecting the nodes with the highest accuracy the closest to the ones chosen by the simple hull method. While the simple convex hull is defined with a single distance metric, we then defined an advanced hull with two metrics: the position and the position accuracy of the nodes.
As shown in fig. 2 , if a simple greedy advanced convex hull is used, the two resulting hulls are quite different. As we worked from the assumption that the further the nodes are, the better the resulting position accuracy is, the use of accurate nodes appears not that far from being the best solution. Nevertheless, the selection of the inner nodes of the hull, but the closer from the hull border, is not a simple task. The Virtual Accuracy V acc merges the distance and the position accuracy metrics defined in the advanced hull into a simple metric. The advanced hull selection is divided into two steps:
• A simple convex hull selection to determine the nodes belonging to the convex hull.
• The selecting of the appropriate nodes as a function of their virtual accuracy V acc parameter. The second step consists of selecting nodes close to the hull with the highest virtual accuracy. Nodes that do not belong to the simple hull compare their virtual position accuracy to their nearest hull nodes; then the highest virtual accuracy node is selected as a member of the advanced hull. If the virtual accuracy of the nodes is the same, the node with the highest accuracy C acc is selected. Example of this case is shown in Fig. 3 .
Note that by selecting nodes with a higher virtual accuracy than hull nodes, the hull is no longer convex.
The simple convex hull selection is based only on a simple distance metric whereas the advanced hull is based not only on a distance metric but also on the position accuracy of the nodes. We will study in Section IV the performances of these two hull selection methods.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation model
The simulations were performed under Java. 50 nodes were randomly placed in a 1000m x 1000m square. Self-locating nodes and simple nodes were also randomly selected. The maximum theoretical transmission range R max was set to 170m. The mean and the standard deviation are obtained by a maximum likelihood estimation of the mean of the β-distribution. Matlab has been used to solve the β-distribution.
B. Evaluation of the hull selection
We first evaluate the fairness of the selection between the simple nodes (sn) and self-locating nodes (sln). The selection may favor high accurate nodes to the detriment of others. De facto, our selection can be called unfair as the different classes of nodes are not equal to the selection process.
Let i (respectively j) be the number of sln nodes before the selection (respectively sn nodes). We store into a selection matrix SM sln (respectively SM sn ) the number of remaining sln nodes (respectively sn nodes) after the selection step as a function of i and j. SM sln (i, j) is the number of remaining sln nodes after the selection. We define also two other matrices F M sln and F M sn (Fairness Matrices):
is the fraction of the number of nodes of a class after the selection by the initial number of neighbor nodes of the same class. Let X k sln and X k sn be a set of value defined as: 
The fairness index F defined in [26] is now used on the X k sets to estimate the fairness of the selection among the sln nodes and the sn nodes:
For all values of x i , the fairness index F always remains between 0 and 1. If the selection is fair among the different classes of nodes, F is equal to 1.
The results of the fairness index are shown in Fig. 4 and nodes. These results are indeed expected as no selection is done under 3 neighbor nodes. Above 3 neighbors, the fairness index decreases and proves that our selection is no fairer. However F only gives an idea of the fairness of the selection between the different nodes classes but gives no clues on which class is privileged i.e. we don't know if the sln or the sn nodes are privileged. As the values used in F are already averages of data, F decreases slightly from 1 to 0.9955. Theses values seem very low, but by construction of the averages, high variations of the fairness index can't be seen in a global view. But if comparisons are made between simple cases, the variations of F are noticeable. are discarded. The estimated position is obtained by a simple centroid formula, where all the nodes are given the same weight. Fig. 6(a) shows the resulting accuracy of an estimated method when no self-locating nodes are present in the neighborhood (sln=0) while in Fig. 6 (b) two sln nodes are present. In both figures, the simple selection gives in every cases better position accuracy than the greedy approach does. The selection enhances the position accuracy up to 20% for the simple hull selection.
While the simple hull selection enhances the position accuracy of an estimated position for every case, the advanced hull selection gives different results depending on the number of sln nodes selected in the position estimation process. When no sln nodes are used, like in Fig. 6(a) , the resulting position accuracy is even worst than the one given buy the greedy method. These results are due to the fact that the advanced hull selection uses the position accuracy of the nodes. But in that case, there is not trustworthy node. Therefore the results show a snow ball effect on the position accuracy: position errors are widely propagated along the position estimation process. Thus the advanced hull selection is not suitable when no trustworthy nodes are present in the neighborhood. Fig. 6(b) shows that the advanced hull selection gives better results than in Fig. 6(a) . In this case, 2 sln nodes are used in the position estimation process. The advanced hull selection do not improve significantly the simple hull selection in low density networks (only 1 to 2 %). In high density cases, like with at least 7 neighbors, the advanced selection improves the position accuracy up to 5%.
The complexity of a simple convex hull is o(n.ln(n)) of its one step while advance hull selection need two steps, the first is a simple hull selection, o(n.ln(n)), and the second for searching good virtual nodes is performed in o(n(n−1) ). Thus from the results and the complexity of the different algorithms, only the simple convex hull selection is really suitable as a good position estimation enhancement.
The position accuracy mainly takes advantages of the distance between nodes and of the network density. Using the position accuracy as a selection factor in a node selection process is then not a good way to enhance the position accuracy in low density networks.
The simulation results show that only the distance between nodes have an importance in the accuracy of an estimated position.
V. CONCLUSION
We present and compare in this paper two simple methods to select anchors in a wireless network to enhance the position estimation of simple nodes, with no self-locating capabilities.
The first proposal consists of defining a convex hull among neighbor nodes while our second proposal extends the simple convex hull selection by using in addition to the distance metric the position accuracy of neighbor nodes . Whatever the hull method used to select the nodes, the resulting position accuracy is enhance from a greedy scheme up to 20%. We also show that the accuracy of an estimated position only takes advantage of the distance between the hull nodes, whatever their position accuracy. Thus the simple hull selection gives better results than the advanced hull selection in low density networks, while in high density networks, the advanced hull selection improves slightly the simple selection.
Our next step consists of implementing such selection algorithms in a global geographical routing protocol in a heterogeneous network.
